
24x7 proactive monitoring, alerting and incident 
remediation for replication services

Flexible backup and replication schedules, from 
monthly to hourly settings

Data compression and de-duplication optimizes 
storage space

Innovative reverse incremental technology accelerates 
recovery time

Onsite and offsite disk backup capability

Backup and replication operations, and technical 
support assistance are fully supported by our 
experienced technical operation team

Secure SSL data transmission via TrueCONNECT™
private network

Global Server Load Balancing technology ensures 
absolute business continuity

Fully customized backup/replication schedule and 
retention policy

Business data is the lifeblood of every modern enterprise and often the result of countless hours of labor and 
intelligence. Certain types of data are even irreplaceable if lost. While digital information has delivered 
tremendous gains in convenience and productivity, it is also highly susceptible to damage and destruction.

With the industry’s rapid adoption of virtualization,cloud computing and cloud applications, business data may 
not even primarily reside within organizational premises but on external infrastructure of Internet Data Centers 
or service providers. To protect corporate data and ensure business continuity in all situations, the 
SmartCLOUD™ BRR solution provides a full range of managed backup, replication and recovery services, 
with operation modes that include onsite, offsite, and a variety of physical and virtual replication models.

HIGHLIGHTS

Virtualized Backup, Replication & Recovery with 100% reliability
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BRR2.0 Backup - Replication - Recovery

Physical to Cloud (P2C) Backup

Designed for physical servers / workstations

Support entire computer / volume-level / file-level offsite 
backup to SmartCLOUD™ platform

24x7 access to easy-to-use self-service portal

Agent-based backup solution

Physical to Cloud (P2C) Replication

Designed for customers’ on premises physical server 
infrastructure

Support physical machine replication from customer 
operation site to SmartCLOUD™ platform

Short RPO and RTO

Cloud to Cloud (C2C) Backup

Designed for SmartCLOUD™ Compute and SmartCLOUD™ 
vONE services and support image-level virtual machine 
backups from other major cloud providers to 
SmartCLOUD™ platform

Support virtual machine, volume and file level restoration

Cloud to Cloud (C2C) Replication

Designed for SmartCLOUD™ Compute and SmartCLOUD™ 
vONE services

Support virtual machine replication from one 
SmartCLOUD™ platform to another

Support second-level RPO and minute-level RTO 

Virtual to Cloud (V2C) Backup

Designed for enterprises using VMware vSphere or 
Hyper-V virtual infrastructure

Support virtual machine image-level offsite backup to 
SmartCLOUD™ platform

Powered by Veeam Cloud Connect backup technology

24x7 access to easy-to-use self-service portal

Simple charging model based on backup storage

Virtual to Cloud (V2C) Replication

Designed for enterprises using VMware vSphere virtual 
infrastructure

Virtual machine replication from customers’ other cloud 
platform to SmartCLOUD™ platform

Simple charging model based on the number of replicating 
VM and replication storage

Support second-level RPO and minute-level RTO 

Data Backup Services Disaster Recovery Replication Services

Feature Snapshots:

SaaS Backup

Support backup of major player’s cloud applications, such 
as office suites to SmartCLOUD™ 

Support unrestricted retention policy to cater different 
business’ needs and comply with legal requirements

24x7 access to easy-to-use self-service portal
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CITIC Telecom CPC Hong Kong T: 852 2170 7101         Taiwan T: 886 2 6600 2588    Mainland China (Toll Free): 400 651 7550   
Japan T: 81 3 5339 1968       Malaysia T: 603 2280 1500    Singapore T: 65 6220 6606

The Netherlands T: 31 20 567 2000     Estonia T: 372 622 33 99        Russia T: 7 495 981 5676
Poland T: 48 22 630 63 30    

W: www.citictel-cpc.com
Asia Pacific: info@citictel-cpc.com
Europe and CIS: info-eu@citictel-cpc.com

Full Range of Onsite and Offsite 
Backup & Replication Services, 
Just within Minutes  


